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Sexuality is a subject matter which has left so many wondering since the beginning of
times, and it is not without a reason that seduction is often associated it with a magic
operating outside our realm, hence the captivating - and also obsessive - interest it will
forever suscitate.   But why then do so many remain unsatisfied with their romantic or
sex lives?   The Metaphysics of Sex aims at lifting the veil by revealing the hidden Force
behind  it:  Electromagnetism,  which  obeys  very  specific  Natural  Laws  or  Hermetic
Principles. The latter are key to understand the mechanisms ruling over our emotions as
Sex is most powerful Force in the entire Universe and this Force is also the underlying
explanation of the Fear of Being. The Conscious Universe simply tells us that Matter and
Thought  come to life  through a  Cosmic  Mind in  a  perpetual  orgasmic  state,  hence
ultimately to guide humans on the path to the achievement of Self-Love to manifest  the
Law of Correspondence. First and foremost this book isn't meant to ostracize certain
sexual behaviors, nor is an erotic user manual but probes Sexuality as the absolute
expression of the Oneness. Electromagnetism being composed by negative and positive
charges, this is not only valid for heterosexuality but homosexuality as well since even
same sex relationships exhibit these very male-female interactive components: it is thus
up to the reader to interpret what is said in this book and adjust it to his own situation. 
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PROLOGUE

Sex is the fundamental principle of Creation. It is the dual desire force in Mind
for expressing its One Idea. Without a division of the one unconditioned Light
into two seemingly conditioned lights, Creation could not be. Sex is not a thing,

it is a condition of a thing. An electrically balanced condition of anything is sexless whether
it  be  a  man,  woman,  electric  battery,  or  the  atmosphere.  A  sexed  condition  is  an
unbalanced condition. An electric battery which is fully charged is dually unbalanced by
the  opposite  electric  pressures  of  compression  and  expansion.  These  two  opposite
unbalanced conditions violently desire to return to the oneness of balance from which they
were divided into two. A short circuit between the two poles of the battery will give it that
balance. We then say it is dead, for it will no longer perform work by expressing its desire
for balance .... The sex matings of the elements exactly coincide in effect with the sex
matings of humans. Violent explosions in the elements have the same basic cause as
such violent explosions as murder in humans. Terrific electric unbalance is the cause of
both. Likewise, stability in the elements and in humans has the same cause in equality of
balance -- Walter Russell

First and foremost this book isn't meant to ostracize certain sexual behaviors, nor is an
erotic user manual but probes Sexuality as the absolute expression of the Oneness. As
much as the Electric Universe Theory is currently challenging and poised to redesign
mainstream astrophysics,  The Metaphysics Of Sex aims at  shedding light  on the 'big
picture'  in  a  world  subjected  to  a  perpetual  'war  on  Consciousness'  and its  ensuing
psychic  fragmentation.  Some  countries  are  over-sexualized,  others  totally  repressed,
though it does not really matter as The Law of The Opposites teaches that both ends of a
spectrum always  translate  into  the  same outcome:  a  self-depreciation  and/or  loss  of
critical thinking linked to unsustainable cultural levels of coercion dictating behaviors and
defining norms. It is the popular belief that people in the West are free-er compared to the
rest  of  the  world,  but  this  is  a  mere  perception  as  argued in  The Empathic  Society
addendum. 

Although  some  external  pressure  and  skepticism  are  keys  to  exercise  Free  Will,
mankind's history is repleted with tales of civilizations determining which groups are in
power, and this is exactly what this work will focus on: Power. Its definition and most
importantly what is wrong with seeking to control romantic outcomes, because if this is
not  fully grasped, inner  growth too will  remain a vague dream to achieve,  or  worse
condone emotional  servitude.  And if  the Psyche is  imprisoned, so is  the Body.  The
Metaphysics of Sex doesn't preach in favor of attaining perfection but merely outlines
the  Oneness'  inner  workings  to  help  make  sense  of  any  arising  dilemmas  on  an
existential scale. It can be summarized as set of guidelines aiming at extricating one self
from  misconceptions  generated  by  the  academic  department  of  psychology,  which
clearly demonstrates its inefficiency on a regular  basis.  The Trap Of Psychoanalysis
section surely begs to differ on the current Archetypes and how the latter are exploited
to  keep  society  within  low-level  type  of  vibrations  perpetuating  Bondage  and  Lust
addiction.
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Today  the  number  of  people  consulting  shrinks  is  absolutely
staggering,  and  even  though  all  couch-therapies  lead  to  the
sensitive  examination  of  Sexuality,  therapists  have  a  little
understanding - if none at all - of what is going on on a cosmic
dimension and whose effects are directly observable as its Prime
Cause is 'Electromagnetism', without which the Universe wouldn't
hold together.  Being also the Blood of  the Universe,  Electricity
rules  over  every existing  atom,  including  the very Field  of  the
Mind as neurons electrically process emotions in a fashion that is

therefore dual  by nature.  Why dual? Simply because there isn't  any electric  current
without the anodes A and B. Positive and negative charges. Magnetism is the property
that allows Electricity to circulate. Comprehending why all life paths end up highlighting
sexual behaviors is thus essential here as Sexuality cannot express itself without the
Male and Female components. We live in a Sexed Universe, emotions are sexed by
definition  as  much  as  every  situation  has  upsides  and  downsides.  There  is  no
progression without a resistance. And it is the Fear of the resistance that brings about
relationship  dilemmas to the point  to often make them fall  apart.  The Holistic  Brain
section offers a much deeper insight  about  the thought mechanisms that  everybody
should be aware of. 

For their sake, as well  as growing in awareness, Humans need to regard the Prime
Cause,  Electromagnetism,  as  a  Force  and its  own  set  of  Natural  Laws,  which  will
ultimately always determine the outcome, in the sense that the polarization of thoughts
creates  recurrent  and  self-defeating  mind  patterns,  which  can  be  corrected  with
Hypnosis, Meditation or even Shamanism if the knowledge expounded here genuinely
prompts the desire for a radical inner change. The increasing success of Shamanism
today rather indicates that  more and more people seek self-healing from a social and
generational emotional disconnect with Nature, the Spirit Molecule. 

Although  the  Collective  may  encourage  individuals,  it  is  the
Individual that shapes the Collective. As much as a forest wouldn't
exist without each three, a Collective depends on the individual's
abilities to process data rightfully. The Collective will always mirror
the inner balance of  the beings within it.  Both form an Energy
Vortex within which Individuals are the inflow and the Collective
the outflow, which then returns to the Individuals. The Collective is
a Mind Matrix regulated by each individual's psyche. So, in order

to transform what is, an individual change of mindset must occur first. What needs to be
transformed in this case is our attitudes toward Sexuality as a whole as it is clear that
our Western society is about to reach a threshold instigated by The Economics of Sex,
itself meant to not only distract from the 'big picture' but seriously undermines the male-
female  Complementary  Principles.  This  is  not  only  valid   for  heterosexuality  but
homosexuality as well since even same sex relationships exhibit these very male-female
interactive components. It is thus up to the reader to interpret what is said in this book
and adjust it to his own situation, this to explain why there isn't any section dedicated to
homosexuality.  As already stipulated above, The Metaphysics of Sex doesn't seek to
redefine norms (as it recognizes the holographic nature of Reality) but argues for the
merging  of  spirituality  and  sciences  and  provides  templates  demonstrating  how the
pursuit of fulfillment can unfold without causing any major crises, as long as partners or
lovers are aware of the Prime Cause.
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 And this to enhance sensuality or begin a relationship based on a
rock solid trust - or even being able to overcome conflicts a lot
quicker and more importantly without counseling. Psychoanalysis
has consistently dismissed, on purpose, to probe Sexuality (the
union  of  two  polarities)  as  the  most  powerful  Force  in  the
Universe that propagates not only Life but Love, and thus unable
to sort  out  the dilemma of  societies praising  egos in  quest  for
power  and domination  that  brings  about  all  sorts  of  emotional
disconnects increasing the divide between Sexes. We all share

the same 'individual karma' which is the Fear of Being. And how this Fear translates
doesn't  matter as the environment always mirrors the Self.  Years of  couch therapies
focusing on parental behaviors and their aftermaths are pretty much ineffective in this
sense. Parental behaviors are themselves mere generational consequences of the Fear
of Being remaining unaddressed by educational dogmas as a whole. 

Many  assumed  the  60s  would  radically  change  Western  society,  that  female
emancipation would make women not only better mothers but lovers. Several decades
later, the feminist legacy is rather bleak. As to wonder whether emancipation ever took
place. It is a word that lured them into believing that acting like men sexually would end
a millennia-long gender conflict. Masculinity has too been misguided for centuries and
bears  the  stigmas of  a  left-brained society  that  cannot  last  forever.  While  feminism
debases male sexuality in the process, the sad state of affair is that the emancipation
women took for  granted,  has rather  a  lot  more to do with a  'systemic suppression'
fostering the wrong Economics Of Sex.

Is it necessary to have experienced the full spectrum of Sexuality to understand what is
being developed in The Metaphysics of Sex? Not really. Everybody has happened to
deal with the downsides of what is called 'passion', trying to see one' self in the other's
eyes or taking a lover/mate for granted. While we do need others for personal growth
and exchange perceptions,  we learn most  from obstacles.  One' sense of  the self  is
unique and possesses all  answers within.  Flaws also are qualities, without  them we
cannot improve. It is when we fail to realize this that we become dependent on others'
opinions and expectations, or fear the latter and won't dare speak out our minds. 

This  website  is  a place  for  women and men alike  who wish  to  understand why all
relationships, even though all seem to narrate different stories, are bound to face the
same challenges over time. The knowledge shared in this book isn't available in the
mainstream and often tagged as esoteric. But what does 'esoteric' mean? Simply knowledge
that  only  a  very  few  can  comprehend.  However,  it  was  meant  to  be  this  way.  This
concealment is as old as Humanity. The Metaphysics of Sex attempts to convey the
core issues with realism in order to unveil the Maze of Human Consciousness and its
connection with The Unconditional Now. The Metaphysics of Sex also has very little to
do with the Law of Attraction,  if  nothing at  all,  a concept that has been quite much
oversold by new-agers,  but the 'Law of  Balance':  why Desire is inseparable from its
Opposite Motion, Asceticism, and forms with the latter a perfect harmony when non-
duality principles are assimilated - or may reveal itself as a 'destructive vortex' when
oblivious to their energy flows. It is not without a reason that the Western society has
become over-sexualized.
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In our Physical Reality,  without the understanding of  Electromagnetism and Dualism,
Sexuality exposes itself as the 'paramount of all illusions' as it also rules over all our
fears, and that Fear manifests the metaphysical absence of Love. (to be continued) 

Additional content in the full version for a donation only by in 2016
Definition of Natural Laws & How Many Are There? 
Natural Laws And The Oneness 
The Law of Polarity Dictates The Law of Attraction 

1: NEW AGE vs AETHER AGE & THE ECONOMICS OF
SEX

This whole electric universe is a complex maze of similar tensions. Every
particle of matter in the universe is separated from its condition of oneness,

just as the return ball is separated from the hand, and each is connected with the other
one by an electric thread of light which measures the tension of that separateness --
Walter Russell

While it is kind of tricky to foresee the evolution of the New Age movement at this stage,
it  really  could  go  either  ways.  Either  ways because,  it  is  being  turned into  another
dualistic social layer added to those already existing or could surpass itself by refusing
any external coercion. More importantly we also keep in mind that when using this label,
there isn't absolutely nothing 'new' with it as it finds its roots in Ancient Egypt; Chinese,
Celtic and the Vedic symbolism; Hermeticism and Gnosticism, all  of  which are often
referred to as 'esoteric and occult knowledge'. Rationally speaking, the terms occult and
esoteric  respectively  mean  'hidden'  and  'for  the  very  few  in  the  know',  and  thus
describes as such since the rise of  monotheism,  this  in  order  to  deter  people from
learning about It. However, vilification itself is a tactic as old as Mankind, and used when
the hierarchy wants to impose new codes of conduct. 

The definition of being a 'new ager' is kind of flexible but the vast majority agrees with
the concept of  the Oneness. The main issue with the New Age movement is that  it
spreads  concepts  inspired  by  the  Law  of  Attractions  that  are  often  incorrect  and
preaches to reject any negative thoughts invading subjective reality,  hence objective
reality isn't dealt with but rather associated with troubles and bad karma, in short instills
Fear. And Fear is the glue without which no doctrine can hold together: one just has to
meditate to attract happiness and become successful. It gives an illusion of free choice.
And this represents the major pitfall of the hyped mainstream New Age movement if any,
and which is reminiscent of the Hippie era, drugs being replaced with 'positive thinking'. 
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Mainstream New Age also advocates for a collective ascension and/or extraterrestrial
intervention that  will  save mankind and which takes away Free Will  as the mindset
endorses an authority or phenomenon. And this also holds true for any belief system
promoting the idea of salvation by or for a group. Such a belief is 'right brained' oriented
as  it  exploits  a  mystical  naivete  which  cannot  resolve  any  human  crises  but  the
comprehension of  Reality  itself,  and this  process  starts  with  the  formulation  of  real
questions within to call upon critical information. A spirituality exclusively operating within
the  Right  Brain  can only  perpetuate  and strengthen the  paradoxes  arising  from its
interaction with the Left Brain.

Evolving  in  parallel  of  Mainstream  New  Age,  there  is  an
Underground trend called by Sevan Bomar among others, 'The
Age of Aether',  and which deserves attention as it  propagates
Freedom  from  Fear  through  inner  understanding,  one  of  the
main tenets of Theosophy but differs from the latter in the sense
that it  probes and unroots the origins of 'good and evil'  which
Theosophists have subverted to benefit social hierarchy. There
is  so  much  to  learn  from  Fear.  How  the  'fear  factor'  is
approached may well be the sole and only fashion to determine

the worthiness of any spiritual, political or philosophical train of thoughts, because it is
the indoctrination of Fear which imprisons man's mind and to free the latter, the sum of
all our fears will have to be internally processed and released, one individual at the time,
even if this means taking a loss in the materialistic sense to ultimately restore the much
needed equilibrium within every human being. The challenge we are faced with is that
this  release  cannot  be  coerced  in  any  way  but  must  become  obvious  to  the  Self
becoming  aware  of  Consciousness  as  a  'Cosmic  Mind'  ruled  by  two  motions  or
polarities: Love (empathy, compassion, selflessness etc) and Fear (hatred, selfishness,
domination, etc). The Metaphysics of Sex aims to go along those lines to explain why
engaging in sexual behaviors involves knowing about the ethics directly emanating from
the Cosmic Mind, or Mentalism as a self existing Principle. Although Infinite Awareness
is the spiritual paramount encompassing all dimensions of 'The Whole That Is', dogmas
have been unwilling to address the motion of Self-Love, which is the foundation of all
peaceful behaviors, but keep alive compartmentalizations competing with one another
while asserting that they all are the only and sole true path to enlightenment. Without a
doubt,  their  most  striking  similarity  is  the  teaching  of  individual  emotional  self-
suppression either in favor of others sharing the same belief  system, or the mind in
which case emotions are regarded as inimical to spiritual development. Such multiple
layers of dualistic pressure imposed on societies is tremendous as a result and surely
cannot bring about any religious tolerance as long as power remains at the very heart of
their stances. More is said about this in the full version of this book. 

Although most have something or someone to blame for when a breakup is initiated, it is
more insightful to look into the causes of imbalances. And often it will be found out that
the interaction was very much uneven. What isn't necessarily either good or bad in itself
though. There is nothing wrong with being measured but if this caution comes from of
the 'fear of giving', it will rather morph one into a taker. Many on the brink of a break up
deal with an impression of emotional abuse but will completely avoid to question their
own 'fear of giving'. Emotional self-control is only positive when declining to receive
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accordingly in order to keep the interaction balanced. Since the Fear of Being is a deep
generational  stigma  close  to  reaching  a  threshold,  people  have  become  extremely
polarized in their ways to interact, hence have tendency to either give or take irrationally.
That  is  where  the  Law Of  Attraction  may  reveal  itself  deceiving  because  polarities
respond the Law Of Balance -  or Correspondence - and work in a way to void one
another by confrontation in order to fuse and become One. One always attracts what
has to be overcome. The more polarized is the interaction, the more exacerbated is the
confrontation, which ultimately will ask to probe the Fear Of Being at the very core of the
'take vs give'  imbalance.  The effects of  such a confrontation is dual.  We can either
choose to embrace it to resolve the dilemma or reject it.  Since rejection is often the
consequence of fear, the avoidance rather translates the unwillingness to really change
one's  mind  patterns,  although  it  may give  a  sense  of  why  things  went  wrong.  But
generally, people move on with the idea that there is a better match out there who will
resolve their fear of giving or give as much in return. The Law of Balance will always
prevent that as the inner balance has to be achieved first. It is the intensity of seduction
that regulates the intensity of the confrontation, hence the inner challenges that must be
probed. And this is what brings the seduction phase eventually to an end. Seduction is
itself dual as a motion but in our hyper materialistic society praising egos and quest for
domination,  seduction is a dogma ruling the Economics of  Sex.  Such a widespread
indoctrination of  emotional  polarities  is rather  the evidence of  a  steady social  moral
decline. More is said about it in the full version under 'Social Venality'. 

The quest for Power has been and still  is pervasive in every culture however. Up to
these days, civilizations have equated Sex to Power, and this is very blatant in political
intrigues, gossip magazines, films, literature and also the main drive behind the world
sex slave trade – and even pedophilia. Power exploits what it deems materialistically
seductive. The Empathic Currency section is recommended for further input. 

In  relationships,  seduction  is  a  double  edged  sword  and
generally its aftermath exposes our weakness to have fallen for
it.  Seduction  is  never  what  it  seems like,  is  always  a  mirage
fading away when Reality eventually catches up. This because
seduction and passion are the best wounded ego band-aid but
its effectiveness only lasts while it can as lovers cannot fix each
other's  disconnect  with  The Oneness.  Seduction  is  a  form of
trade  that  fills  the  void  induced  by  a  feeling  of  aloneness
reminding that any orgasmic pursuit can never be satiated. It is

the failure to grasp the nature of seduction that brings back to the same outcome and
disappoints, and this also holds true in all areas of life. When faced with the illusion of
seduction, the monetary environment will often erase the last bit of seduction remaining
and will  then begin to determine The Economics of  Sex within a relationship,  as to
whether it is worth maintaining such a status quo for the sake of so-called reasons and
self-survival. Going down this road has tremendous implications as it is the sure path
toward bitterness and ultimately the debasement and loss of  Free Will,  all  of  which
drives many to seek counseling. More is said about it in The Trap of Psychoanalysis. 

Force and Power form a polarity which means that the difference between the two is
subtle and huge at once. Power coerces and manipulates and from Force emanates
self-determination. Being in a position of power always implies to have access to
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information that others don't. Physically, Force is self-defense and Power, aggression.
Power operates within the materialistic realm whereas Force within the Awareness of all
things. Force is by extension not coercible as it refers to the Mind to affirm the self. The
Cosmos evokes a Force onto Itself. Power breeds emotional boom and bust cycles, and
'perpetual  wars for  perpetual  peace'.  Force  is  Creation.  Power,  Destruction.  In  both
energies flow the characteristics of the other which only the mind can balance to avoid
the conflicts arising from walking too far from the thin line in the middle. To change the
course  of  Mankind,  Force  through  Self-Awareness  is  ultimately  necessary  to  help
develop  an  inner  strength  generating  selfless  actions  and  a  greater  self-control.
Sexuality is above all the creative affirmation of Selflessness as a Force as it is which of
the Oneness. It is the failure to comprehend the nature of this Force that makes one
want to repeat the passionate lust game which will not only bring about new highs but
also the next series of self delusions in its wake. (to be continued) 

Additional content in the full version available for a donation only in 2016
Social Venality
Shall We Ever Get Rid Of Prostitution?
The Aether Age Poised To Take Over

2:  THE  HOLISTIC  BRAIN  AND  THE  LEFT  BRAINED
CULTURE

Man can create only with his Mind -- and the brain is not the Mind. The brain
is  merely  the  seat  of  sensation  and the  electric  recorder  of  sensation  -

Walter Russell 

The  Electromagnetic  Universe  implies  a  Duality  between  the  positive  and  negative
which makes it possible for the current to flow and spread and sustain Life. That very
Duality is encoded in Nature, which is why Humans have a brain with two hemispheres.
The Holistic Brain is characterized by an harmonious interaction between the two sides.
The brain  doesn't  create  Consciousness  because Consciousness exists  outside  the
brain. The brain is the 'device' to connect with It. Any neuroscience research discarding
Consciousness regards the brain a mere computer, and while it may be true to some
extend, this stance is nonetheless a flawed programming denying the existence of a
Greater Reality. But scientists are encountering more challenges as they have
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recognized that 'quantum theories' are the speculative and metaphysical foundations of
Consciousness.  Their  investigations  do  not  really  lead  anywhere  but  to  the  same
question mark getting bigger as time goes by. However, there is a 'theory of everything'
which  does  exist  nonetheless  and  is  manifested  by  7  self-existing  Principles  as
explained  in  the  introduction  of  this  book.  Although all  of  them are  continually  and
simultaneously  at  play,  The  Metaphysics  of  Sex  essentially  focuses  on  which  of
Mentalism, Correspondence, Gender and Polarity. 

The Left Brain regulates logic, planning and authority structures, controls feelings but is
also very survival oriented and therefore dominant. The Right Brain is dedicated to open
ended questions, intuition, spirituality and  creativity, is fluid and spontaneous and also
nurturing and thus more passive. While the two sides of the brain split up tasks, they are
also prompted to collaborate and remain in sync.  Negatively,  if  either part becomes
chronically  dominant,  the  Left  Brain  also  represents  authoritarianism  and  rigid
skepticism, all of which suppresses emotions whereas the Right Brain represents blind
belief or naivete suppressing rational thinking. 

Moreover, it isn't much important to be 'all knowing' but have the ability to holistically
decipher emotions through the encoding of the 7 Principles, or Natural Laws, into brain
patterns.  Unfortunately,  when  a  society  is  as  much  out  of  balanced  and  thus
overpolarized as ours,  the communication between the two hemispheres is deprived
from its  efficiency.  If  the  brain  doesn't  operate  well,  how can  societies  favor  more
peaceful resolutions over wars for example? A disharmony in thought processing instills
a lack of critical awareness. Such a brain is of course a lot more prone to be influenced
as it  has to cope with the same polarization mirrored by the environment back to it.
Holographic Principle is a Natural Law dictating the awareness of the Mind Matrix, or
Collective,  which  in  turn  determines  the  polarization  level.  A  balanced  brain  is
characterized by its flexibility to weigh downsides and upsides in any train of thought as
nothing is neither entirely true nor false. Too much optimism often blinds one and too
much negativity often initiates a radical change for the better. The philosophical issue at
stake here is the following: Do we really need to go through states of blindness and
radical changes? Since our physical reality implies that perfection doesn't  exists, the
focus on limiting as much as possible their occurrence should remain a priority at all
time as it would make us happier as a result. 

In the West and most part of the world, societies have predominantly been patriarchal,
left brained oriented, imposing their definition of Gender, and especially the female sex,
all  of  which surely explains why Feminism so rapidly took off.  Although started with
genuine  intentions,  the  movement  turned  into  another  speculative  market  which
subverted  its  initial  aims.  While  there  is  more  political  background  that  may  be
interesting to point out, the aftermath only matters: Emancipation just added another
layer of left brained issues to the already dysfunctional state of affairs between Genders.
The  core  issue  with  Feminism  is  that  it  subtly  or  more  blatantly  glorifies  female
domination, exploiting the male components in women at their own detriment, and which
men perceived as too confrontational. But since men have always been trapped by left
brained views themselves, they cannot correct what it is. At this pace and if we carefully
and objectively analyze relationships around us, most of them project an ever increasing
Fear of Being. 
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The most obvious and recurrent left brain pattern is characterized by the militarization of
societies and which thus dictates the notion of family values and Freedom in the broad
sense.  As  a  matter  of  fact,  as  long  as  war  continues  to  exist,  society  will  remain
dreadfully imbalanced. By definition a balanced society is  which  offering  diversity in
thinking while empowering the Masculine and Feminine alike without which procreation
brings about undesirable consequences. This aspect is given a lot more attention in the
Empathic  Society  section.  The  Metaphysics  Of  Sex  regards  the  choice  to  remain
absolutely free from bounds and childless as valuable as any other one as long as there
is such an agreement between those involved. For further input, the Hedonism section
is recommended. 

Pornography  is  another  left-brain  phenomenon  that  should  be  'consumed'  with  the
appropriate awareness as it induces the idea that bodies as mere objects and orgasm
machines disconnecting from the Self. Sexuality is becoming more and more devoid of
any  profound  emotions  and  favors  fast-food-like  pleasures  instead.  Consume  and
dispose,  so  to  speak,  and  this  approach  denies  the  deep  emotional  inner  working
Sexuality requires to attain a long and lasting fulfillment, which when lacking reveals
another left-brain side effect known as 'insatiable lust' being itself at the core of an ever
increasing dissatisfaction. The Lust, Fear and Bondage section aims at delving further
into the topic. Nowadays, the number of  people seeing a shrink because of a failed
sexual relationship is discombobulating. But since psychoanalysis is itself the byproduct
of a left brained society, the cure is as bad as the problem. 

Now  a  few  words  about  the  Divine  Masculine  and  Sacred
Feminine.  The  terms  refer  to  a  perfect  balanced  interaction
between intellectual and psychic polarities above all, as both are
aware  of  their  dual  natures  emanating  from  their  brain's
hemispheres.  The  feminine  containing  masculine  traits  and
otherwise.  The  New  Age  attempts  to  turn  it  into  a  spiritual
movement  is  kind  of  misguiding  as  its  followers  so  rarely
empathize on the Natural Law of Gender associated with it but
its pagan origins and celebrations.  New Age workshops, as a

market practice, tend to sensationalize the terms therefore. While the latter may offer
the beginning of an answer, this consumerist trend is another left brain imprint tainting
and undermining the goal sought to achieve. As articulated in the Empathic Currency
section, monetization is a left  brain characteristic.  The Metaphysics of  Sex does not
encourage such an approach and therefore exclusively relies on donations. 

Consenting adults are absolutely free to express their Sexuality the way they wish, as
long as they engage in it  consciously. It is the level of Awareness that defines as to
whether a behavior is going to harm or enhance one's life. And so far,  Left  Brained
politics have coerced for much  too long people's feelings, sexual orientation and family
values alike - all of which eroding Free Will. (to be continued) 

Additional content in the full version available for a donation only in 2016
Cosmos And Brain - As Above So Below
The Myth of A Relationship Model
The Bisexual Brain
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3: BONDAGE, FEAR & LUST

Action  and  reaction  are  equal  and  opposite,  and  are  expressed
simultaneously.  Sequentially  they  are  repeated  in  reverse,  the  reaction
becoming the action and the action the reaction -- Walter Russell 

This  book  will  never  stress  it  enough:  without  Dualism,  or  Polarity  Principles,  the
Universe wouldn't exist and neither would emotions which are therefore expressed by
two psychic opposite motions: Love and Fear. The Cosmic Mind which they originate
from  represents  a  state  of  perfect  Equilibrium  or  Stillness.  Being  a  human,  a
manifestation of Reality, implies that we cannot get rid of Dualism, no matter how hard
we try. Moreover, trying to bypass or ignore it activates even more negative side effects.
Love and Fear are as equally as important to guide the human mind on the path of
Infinite Awareness. It is however when Self-Love shines within that Inner Fear can be
overcome. One can spend years analyzing the environment to explain a reaction but
doing this achieves little if no results because one's perception of an issue will forever
remain  subjective.  There  are  as  many  perceptions  of  an  event  as  the  number  of
observers.  In  this  sense,  being  judgmental  doesn't  lead  anybody  anywhere  as
challenges always match perceptions and projected intents. 

The Metaphysics of Sex seeks to empathize on the electromagnetic balance dictating
'give and receive'. Just like anything else in life since we live in a 'Sexed Universe'.
Without the awareness of  what Polarities Principle entails and which implies that  no
behavior (between consenting adults) is by definition neither entirely right nor wrong, the
Mind  is  condemned  to  circular  thinking.  Because  societies  are  established  'reward
systems' many appear to think that 'giving' will entitle to 'receive' at some point. This
couldn't be farther from the truth as many give out of Fear to miss an opportunity or to
appease whatever inner doubts, since a reward system trains societies to think in term
of 'security'. 

Fear is a mental construct rooted in the instinctive apprehension of the Unknown and
Death  -  and  sometimes  a  useful  defense  mechanism  -  but  which  when  not
comprehended morphs into an inextricable emotional Vortex. The transcendence of the
instincts is the primary purpose in Man's Cosmic Evolution. All life stories express the
same challenge: the 'Fear of being'. And our Left Brained society is of any help as it is
designed to reinforce fears between Genders and impose whatever sexual orientation to
prevent individuals from finding about their true selves. Aggression is the evidence of a
Polarity Imbalance, as further explained in the Empathic Society. Instincts served Man
for quite some time, when  living in caves, but must be now let go and replaced with
wisdom if  we, as a species, really wish world peace. Psychoanalysis may have had
some merits when it was discovered but became this imbrogilio of causes and effects
which no longer can be dealt with. Actually it often makes people even more confused
as Dualism can reveal itself as a maze imprisoning the Mind. 
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As J. Krishnamurti defines it: We are here to learn about Fear, not
to escape from it. Most fears are deemed irrational in the sense
that they are based on assumptions reflecting on the data at the
moment of the inquiry and since 'The Nature of Reality' is ever
changing,  question  marks  keep  surfacing  regardless  of  which
observation  angle  is  chosen  to  assess  any  situation.  Self-
balancing thus also relies on the grasp of  a Greater Reality to
start  with,  this  to  allow  the  Holistic  Brain  (vibrational  harmony
between the two hemispheres) to form appropriate questions and

conceive long-term solutions. 

While the Fear of Sexuality does exist, Repression and Lust are two sides of the same
coin. Abstinence versus little or no self-control. Abstinence is often a choice when the
Fear of losing control is too great or may be used for self-healing, hence has a dual
function.  When used for  self-healing,  Abstinence becomes Asceticism whereas 'fear
avoidance' is the best way to strengthen it further. Fear of Sexuality also morphs into
Lust which mirrors the apprehension that orgasmic bliss could forever vanish at any
moment. One wishes and seeks to repeat the highs but the tension required for them to
be sustained always ends up falling short. It only is a matter of time due to an ever
increasing latent fixation demanding an ever increasing creativity. Intercourse becomes
the primarily focus twisting all levels of rapport. When the side effects of Lust begin to
fade, the 'intercourse blackmail' becomes apparent and emotional roller coasters often
ensue. Anything is tried to get the 'fix' back to square one, and very often at this stage,
many will engage in some typical rejection-attraction behavior as a last hope. Such a
pattern is nerve racking. Unavoidably Lust is cursed to go bust, more or less rapidly and
painfully depending on the realization of what is going on and the understanding that
lusty passion is a double edged sword. As a matter of fact, many fail to comprehend
what is occurring and will therefore opt to add another layer of confusion by projecting
their frustrations bringing about the worse character's traits in those involved, instead of
taking responsibility and beginning to probe why the inner  Fear of  Being took over.
However,  at  this  stage,  it  is  often  difficult  to  reverse  the  trend,  unless  awareness
replaces resentment and sorrow. The patterns described in this paragraph highlight the
dilemma of all relationships as Sexuality is metaphysically the most powerful Force in
the Universe ruled by the Absoluteness of the Oneness Principle which manifests Itself
in the form of an orgasm symbolizing the Force of Creation as further explained in the
Unconditional Now section. 

Bondage is the mere continuation of Lust going bust when not acted upon it. When one
has become addicted to the ups and downs of sexual and emotional drama at the risk to
lose one' self. With bondage comes also the Fear to walk away as the loss of self-
confidence erodes the willingness to restart from scratch. When the bondage is severe
enough, the relationship may become sexless. Some may endure a sexless relationship
for a very long while, until a catalyst enters the picture. If the situation that led to this
bondage isn't fully assimilated, Lust will resurfaces in the next relationship(s). Although
seldom, and if the attachment is strong enough, thus genuine, a catalyst may eventually
reignite the romantic aspect with brand new dynamics. A rock bottom doesn't always
translate in the same outcome, depending of the spiritual and intellectual affinities to
start with. Some again are destined to learn about the Fear Of Being with a very specific
partner, others by crossing paths with various ones. More positively Lust also highlights
a frantic desire to reconcile with the Absoluteness of the Oneness Principle but will tame
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 itself as soon as the mind begins to align to the Latter. 

In  order  to  avoid  the  Lust  and  bondage  entanglement,
relationships cannot  be approached with the gullibility  found in
movie  cliches  associating  Sex  with  a  miraculous  band-aid
formula. As a matter of fact, the more Lust at the beginning of a
relationship, the more abrupt will the awakening be to the fact that
it isn't. This because Sexuality is a paradox onto itself. A Force
and  Power  at  once.  With  Sexuality  comes  easily  the  idea  to
possess one another. To remain a Force and lead to expansion,
its Metaphysics must be comprehended. There is no such a thing

such  as  an innocent  little  fun,  unless  expectations are  stated  clearly  from the  very
beginning, before the first intercourse. Sexuality devoid of any deep psychic attachment
isn't necessarily a bad thing, unless it is a norm. Also, the male-female duality shouldn't
be neglected. Most men tend to be into 'phallic securization' instinctively whereas most
women who are more nurturing by nature will play innocently - or not - the seduction
game thinking that a commitment will reward them. Women too easily embark on this
'phallic securization' as if going genuinely on a crusade, but too often end up losing big.
Men will always tend to praise such a female ideal but in the process, they have little
motivation to develop the need as how to surpass their prime Fear Of Being since the
latter is being taken care of by a Fear of not nurturing enough. Women and men alike
have to come to terms with such expectations. 

Women have to become aware that nurturing something which cannot be satiated such
as Lust springs from the Fear of Being. In this sense, most relationships do not expand
but  shrink  in  potential  over  time if  failing  reach an Equilibrium between Desire  and
Abstinence. Although Religious dogmas always fustigate Lust, none rationally explain
the origin of this Dual Force we expose ourselves to when disrupting that very Natural
Law. As a matter of fact, Desire and Abstinence are two motions whose trends have to
even out as much as possible. The word Abstinence is preferred over Asceticism as it is
matter  of  self-imposed balancing  operating  the  same way than which  of  electrically
recharging  the  inner  flow,  keeping  the  Fear  of  losing  balance  in  check  -  whereas
Asceticism rather invokes a longer self healing period of time. 

This  chapter  does  not  attempt  to  exclude  what  is  called  'sado-masochism'  as  this
practice is an overt  form of  the challenges described above and thus has the same
fundamental characteristics of what needs to be addressed if willing to change one's life
style. Such patterns will be adopted by those willing to normalize their own bondage.
However, such relationships, although extremely polarized, can only survive if there is
enough room for exploration, otherwise they tend to collapse onto themselves over time.
The Hedonism chapter offers more insight about this. (to be continued) 

Additional content in the full version  for a donation only in 2016
Misrepresentation vs Honesty 
The Mystical Roots of Sado-Masochism 
Healing Abstinence or Asceticism 
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4: FREE WILL & SELF-LOVE

When our knowing exceeds our sensing, we will no longer be deceived by
the illusions of our senses -- Walter Russell 

The comprehension of  the several Natural  Laws mentioned in this work is essential
since They do not only shape all forms of relationships but more importantly which with
the Self. Natural Laws as demonstrated are immutable. Relationships are an extension
of the Self. Emotions are holographic. Crises happen when the thinking sticks to old or
rigid paradigms preventing Awareness from expanding, causing not only collective but
individual  history  to  repeat  themselves.  Consequences  are  often  quite  harmful.  By
adaptation to change it is meant coming to term with what it is that cannot be changed
or  finding  a  compromise.  So  when  a  Mind  continually  seeks  and  welcomes  new
approaches, it can rightfully be assumed that such a Mind is in a state of Self-Love, and
of course has more Free Will. After all, the only Free Will that exists is the willingness to
notice or not. Being humans also implies that perfection cannot be attained but knowing
about such Mechanisms, greatly improves the quality of our perceptions of the Whole
and is thus enhancing inner and world peace. 

The idea  of  Free  Will  that  most  people  have is  either  narrow or  erroneous  as  the
Collective is built upon a social reward system taking more than what it puts in as Power
and playing  by its  rules  motivates  society.  A reward  system is  characterized by an
imbalance between investment and profit so to speak. As expounded in the Empathic
Currency, profit cannot exist without investing as little as possible. There is no such a
thing in Nature which organized Herself to remain in Equilibrium, one way or another.
Power thus subverts this Equilibrium. The 'act of giving' has to be voluntarily equal to the
'act of receiving', though without 'giving' , 'receiving' is impossible and this means that
'act of giving' is a Natural Law. It works the same way for relationships. Investment in a
relationship is called 'Integrity', a value so rarely in sync with seduction. Most people
withhold information. hence misrepresent themselves, at the beginning of a relationship,
and this will eventually set into motion a 'give and receive' disharmony due to distorted
expectations.  This  misrepresentation  is  not  always  intentional  but  caused  by  the
projection that a new romance will bring about an inner change. As long as giving and
receiving even out, the interaction is highly satisfying. Paradoxically, such an Alchemy
can turn out especially draining when it comes to sexual activity because it is almost
impossible  to  indefinitely  sustain  the  attraction  level  of  the  first  intercourse,  unless
resorting to voluntary Abstinence to re-energized the inner  flow.  However,  expecting
rewards or leaving somebody in a state of unbalanced expectations is what exhausts
and debases sensual intensity. Balanced expectations do not cause disrespect nor harm
whereas the aftermath of 'Lust and Bondage' rather leaves an impression of emptiness
within. Free Will has thus little to do with the 'spur of the moment', if nothing at all, but
the grasp of  the Principle of  Correspondence initiated by the 'act  of  giving'  and the
awareness that Abstinence is also needed to pace and enhance sexual activity. Such
dynamics does not only regulate Sexuality but also all other areas of Life. There also
cannot be any Self-Love by extension when replacing an action-reaction with another
that exhibits the same coercive patterns at its core. 
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While Psychoanalysis highlights the failure of the model, its hugest flaw is that it never
questions the foundations of the latter but deems unfit whoever that doesn't fit in. The
Trap  Of  Psychoanalysis  offers  a  new  glimpse  at  the  ancient  and  Mythological
Archetypes that have shaped the world we live in, and why it is about time to let them
go.  Self-Love  and  Free  Will  go  thus  hand  by  hand,  although  the  Second  is  the
consequence of the First. As explained in Bondage and Lust, the Fear of Being is at the
core of what holds back to further explore Self-Love, its counter or dual motion. The
Fear Of Being and Self-Love need one another to coexist and give Man a life purpose.
Without a resistance there is no progression. Most people in a romantic relationship do
not  achieve Self-Love but  rather  seek  a  confirmation  of  their  own  subjective  reality
whereas  Self-Love  is  an  objective  state  of  being  continually  challenged  by  deeply
polarized social frameworks. As a matter of fact, until age six or seven, children record
everything they hear and see as if in hypnosis mode. Our reward based system is a
program. The latter too often determines the later life and makes Self-Love appear as a
fantasy steadily  eroding  a relationship.  The lack  of  Objective  Self  Image eventually
leads to the realization that Lovers appear different over time from who they were in the
beginning - but in the process they will gain insight about their polarized selves and be
given the opportunity to change if they want to. 

There is no model to achieve Self-Love however, simply because
each human is a Fractal of The Whole and therefore has his own
unique perception about the meaning of Reality. Today societies
are about  to fall  off  the cliff  because of  the models  they have
imposed. Under such circumstances, the majority of people may
not  be  monogamous  but  rather  force  themselves  into
commitments to fit a construct, that one is born a workaholic and
to raise children since a very early age. And as a result, children
are too passed on the same misconceptions bringing about the
same Fear of Being. It is thus not surprising that parents will often

witness  in  their  offspring  the  questions  they haven't  themselves  resolved.  Lifestyles
have to be motivated by a genuine conscious choice, the problem is that education as a
whole  offers  very  restricted  possibilities  as  our  psyches  are  constantly  under
holographic pressure. 

Very few know what Free Will really entails and way too many think that celebrities and
the porn industry have the answers for them. Sexuality has always been controlled as it
is the surest fashion to keep people extremely polarized. High polarization subverts the
Principle of Gender and generates all sorts of inner conflicts leading one to believe that

a certain behavior  is preferable over others. One thing is certain though: where there is
'Lust-Bondage' there isn't any Free Will nor Self-Love but Fear of Being. A true Free Will
advocate  does  not  act  under  pressure  but  aims  at  mastering  self-control  and  an
objective state of being while remaining open to experiences.

Nothing is a given and every option has dual aftermaths. Succumbing seduction too
often  comes  with  a  price  tag,  which  is  the  end  of  an  illusion  instilling  resentment,
remorse and or a lack of Empathy. The total loss of sexual balance can only translate
into its opposite, self imposed Abstinence or voluntary Asceticism. It is all about learning
when to let it go and refrain oneself. Every compulsive behavior seeks to be satiated
and thus to tame itself, aspires to a temporary reprieve. 
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Instead of understanding the mechanism of Duality, this reprieve can be felt as being
forced upon one. The Principle or The Law of Correspondence, consequence between
cause and effect, should be regarded as the karma of over-sexualized and repressive
societies alike, which leaves the imprint of a disconnect from the Self in their wake while
keeping  the  Body,  Mind  and  Spirit  framed  into  low  frequencies  facilitating  further
collective programming. 

The Metaphysics of Sex operates within very specific paradigms. As a matter of fact,
even  Hedonism  has  its  own  sets  of  rules  one  has  to  go  by  to  be  an  enriching
experience.  There  is  no  Sexual  Freedom nor  Self-Love  without  knowing  about  the
boundaries of polarization and having a partner - or lovers - aware of it too as unfettered
excitements end up recreating the same bondage one wishes to escape from. (to be
continued) 

Additional content in the full version for a donation only in 2016
The Legacy of Theosophy 
The Mystery Schools 

5: THE TRAP OF PSYCHOANALYSIS

Action has meaning only in relationship, and without understanding 
relationship, action on any level will only breed conflict. The 
understanding of relationship is infinitely more important than the 

search for any plan of action -- Jiddu Krishnamurti 

Psychoanalysis  has long track records of  being questioned and doubted by various
trains of thought. The Metaphysics Of Sex is itself a work inspired by several sources
and merely offers another view against it. Nothing new has really been discovered about
the Mind and Consciousness since The Mystery Schools, two thousands years or so
ago, which themselves had mastered a much more Ancient Knowledge that seems to
have  existed  since  the  beginning  of  Humanity.  Over  the  centuries,  mainstream
philosophers linking 'emotion' to 'intuition' have always been at odds with those praising
the values of  'reason'  and 'logic',  and such dual trends emerged because they both
refute that the core issue is definitely Esoteric. Instead, they have spent their time 
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focusing on either the Left or Right Brain. The esoteric aspect can only be perceived
when probing the interaction between Intuition and Reason to uncover the Holistic Brain.
Each side of spectrum alone cannot unveil the other side. Both sides are one. Nihilism
and  Atheism  are  the  left-brained  consequences  of  such  a  fragmentation  whereas
religious dogmas became the right-brained gatekeepers of the Maze of Consciousness
by  exploiting  the  Natural  Law  of  Dualism  to  deter  followers  to  find  out  about  the
Oneness. Such an important fundamental voids all differences between such dogmas. 

Over the last two decades, neurology has remarkably demonstrated that Consciousness
exists outside the brain but has persistently been more interested in exploring the brain
as a computer device. This left brained approach debases the uniqueness of the Self
and can be used to induces faulty and harmful programmings. Neural sciences as a
whole have embarked on a war on the Mind to bypass and control  Consciousness.
Moreover and not so surprisingly, Psychiatry adds new cognitive dysfunctions yearly to
its  lexicon,  which  are  in  fact  the  symptoms  of  an  ever  increasing  Body,  Mind  and
Consciousness  disconnect.  Epigenetic  Research  is  about  to  change  this  but  the
academic resistance still is considerable. Consciousness is the Field uniting the Mind
and Body but which is somehow neutral as the brain responds whatever educational
programming, and if the programming is inadequate, Consciousness releases low level
vibrations  that  also  can  affect  the  Body.  Although  matter  is   conscious,  the
understanding of Consciousness, at a human level, is not a given as the Mind must be
aware of  It  in the first place and then from there expand. The pace of expansion is
different for everybody, and this explains why not two minds think alike: both have their
unique perception about reality. The Mind must be aware of the Oneness to operate
rightfully and conceive the Greater Reality which is purely objective. The Greater Reality
implies the comprehension that  all  subjective  realities  express different  views of  the
same Dual Phenomenon emanating from a Source also referred as the Oneness, Prime
Cause  or  Field,  Cosmic  Mind  or  Aether.  Ultimately,  the  Aether  commands
Electromagnetism  without  which  Life  and  Thought  cannot  be  propagated.  Sciences
would make a big leap forward and begin to serve Humanity if probing this Prime Cause
instead of Its side effects. 

Psychoanalysis, its main pitfall, is its refusal to tackle the Greater
Reality and the Oneness Principle, hence exploiting Dualism to
enforce norms. If  we take a sincere and closer look, to some
degree,  we  all  mimic  our  parents'  relationship  history  which
themselves  repeat  that  of  their  own  parents  and  so  on.
Unresolved conflicts are passed on to the next generation. The
irrefutable evidence, since it also occurs on a grand scale, is that
societies  do the  exact  same thing,  and this  with  the  ensuing
disastrous consequences as explained in The Empathic Society.

The Collective, the Mind Matrix, simply highlights the fact that unresolved conflicts at an
individual level always impacts the whole and unless each human becomes aware of his
own Fear Of Being, the Mind Matrix, cannot improve, and even worse, is the root cause
of social upheavals. Just like people undergoing a couch therapy lamenting about their
parents, masses whine about social and geopolitical issues. 
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Psychoanalysis'  advocacy to break  free from parental  behavior  and influence rather
anchors the conflict even deeper as the emotional attachment to the parents play out as
an resistance to achieve freedom from thoughts. By resistance it is meant that Power,
psychic rebellion,  must  be used to detach oneself  from the very bound. And this  is
impossible because Power derives from Fear.  And Fear  is  but  an illusion which the
higher Self must surrender to instead of fighting it. There lies the explanation of so many
therapy failures since 'Love is all that is' within The Oneness Principle and which is why
dissonance cannot be resolved by another layer of  conflict  but Empathy. The blame
game is a pervasive dualistic social template. Rebellion, or anger, itself is the obstacle
as coming to terms with one's own Fear of Being, requires self-forgiveness to heal itself.
And this is observable on a larger scale too. Revolutions, in that sense, have all failed
their aims, the world is still dealing with oppression and a threshold is getting close to
being reached. Freedom for Fear is to comprehend and process it. Less Fear means
more Self-Love and more  Self-Love  means more  Freedom and of  course  Empathy
toward one another. One way or another, the Mind Matrix and the Cosmic Mind must
remain in a state of Equilibrium - as much as possible. The thinking that rebellion is
needed to break free is the result of social Archetypes that have been revered since
ever  and  were  born  along  with  Mythologies.  The  Latter  are  the  framework  of
Psychoanalysis  and  various  social  concepts  today.  They  also  are  the  fetish  of  the
entertainment industry. Mythologies narrate stories of narcissism and a thirst for Power
between gods and semi-gods, fights with monsters or dark entities. This pattern of 'good
versus evil' is definitely recurrent and still describes modern human interactions. To win
the Love of the Self and being appreciated by others one must compete and/or kill -
literally or figuratively. The outside must be changed to secure something or someone,
and the expense can be calculated in sufferings imposed on others or self-defeat. The
materialistic interpretation of Archetypes is another left brained application fueling social
conflicts and also justifying the structure of any reward based system. If is only when the
'alchemic' meaning of the Archetypes is restored that we begin to unveil the full scope of
their esoteric multidimensional rapport with the Mentalism and Gender Principles, and
which C. G Jung had probed quite deeply. Unfortunately Jung's work never really took
off as mainstream psychoanalysis chose to follow a materialistic approach undermining
the true human nature. 

There lies the inextricable dilemma of the Archetypes most humans emulate more or
less unconsciously and is passed on from a generation to the next. There cannot be any
external change without changing the mindset first. The Laws of Dualism and Mentalism
are here to stay as they are essential to inner betterment and understanding of the Mind
Matrix. Willing to get rid of them, ignore, bypass or exploit them is what causes social
upheavals and individual disharmony. One of the main purposes of Life, if not ultimately
the most important, is our own journey to reunite with Cosmic Mind, The Oneness, by
processing the Fear of Being and comprehending why Fear is but a distortion. In this
sense Psychoanalysis doesn't heal the Self but keeps alive one's inner fragmentation,
hence imperils the connection with the Oneness. 

Moreover Psychoanalysis has not only affected the way we think in term of Archetypes
but  deeply  altered  the  Natural  Law  of  Vibration,  the  meaning  of  'vocabulary'  and
structural phraseology. How the language is spoken and the choice of the vocabulary
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has been drastically applied to the Left Brain mind's patterns damaging one' sense of
logic. This evidence of a vibratory modification that doesn't resonate with the Holistic
Brain instills further inner conflicts jeopardizing or twisting interactions. The words which
have the most been affected by this framework are without a doubt: peace, freedom,
war  and slavery.  But  there is  a  myriad  of  other  ones  whose definitions  have gone
through a lot more subtle alteration. Although it would be exhaustive, if not impossible,
to  list  them all,  we can easily notice them when communicating and realizing one's
mental blocks or that of others, and which happen when the opposition between the Left
and Right Brain is too huge, whereas the characteristic of the Holistic Brain is which to
process all incoming data spontaneously because of an insatiable self-existing curiosity
guiding a perpetual need for emotional balance within. More realistically, Psychoanalysis
didn't create the alteration of Language, which too self-exists within the Law of Vibration
to  start  with  but  foresaw  the  advantage  to  anchor,  mold  and  monopolize  Western
thinking  (to be continued) 

Additional content in the full version available for a donation only in 2016
The Rebellion Against Psychoanalysis 
Karmic Dualism 
The Vibratory Alteration Of Vocabulary And Language 

6: HEDONISM

All matter is electric. All matter is conditioned into greater or lesser strains 
according to the intensity of desire which is the cause of all electric strain to 

which it is subjected. The farther removed from rest, the greater the strain or tension. 
That which we call high electric potential is merely great strain to maintain a condition 
which is far from the condition of rest -- Walter Russell 

The topic  of  sexual  Liberty  is  a  very daunting  one as  each individual  has  his  own
definition about it.  To sort this fractal-like equation out we ought first to ask: what is
Liberty to start with? A complex question with a simple answer: Liberty is symbolized by
non-coercive actions occurring between people. But since there must be a resistance for
Self  Awareness to expand,  coercion  does exist  within,  in  the  motion  of  the Fear  of
Being. The less Fear of Being, the more Liberty - or Freedom - and not only sexually but
in the broad sense. To objectively know one' Self has to remain a primary drive at all
time otherwise any experience will just reawake the same dilemmas and as it often is 
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the case,  even exacerbate them.  It  is  quite  common,  however,  to  engage in  some
hedonistic pursuit for a while then all of a sudden, and no matter how pleasurable the
latter  is,  run  into  an  dilemma  demanding  to  requestion  the  very  experience.  This
happens when Self Awareness can no longer expand due to the depletion of the inner
energy  flow,  causing  a  Synchronicity  Collapse,  which  is  often  perceived  as  the
consequence of  other  external  factors.  Everything  happens for  a reason.  Too much
positive  leads  to  its  opposite  -  and  otherwise.  The  fact  that  Polarities  are
interchangeable teaches the importance of remaining centered as much as possible, or
there is a great risk of disharmony. That is precisely why religious dogmas vilify sexual
Liberty but also foresee the possible awakening to full Awareness through Sexuality as
an even bigger menace. We live in a Sexed Universe and this means that Sexuality is a
Force to connect 'directly' with The Oneness. Hedonism and voluntary monogamy are
polar  opposites  and  both  may  lead  to  the  same  aftermath  if  understanding  the
Metaphysics of Sex, its esoteric sacredness. 

The Metaphysics of Sex considers as hedonistic any relationship involving more than
two lovers, such as polyamory to some extend, bisexuality, sex groups and sometimes
sado-masochism which is a category on its own because it is a lifestyle that normalizes
Lust-Bondage  entanglements,  and  thus  about  power.  Interestingly,  dominance  and
submissiveness in that type of relationship is very blurred as such ends of the spectrum
merge to the point that the dominant side perceives itself as submissive and otherwise.
Switching to such extremes on a regular basis can only be sustained if there is enough
creativity to revive the power game. 

Nonetheless, most embarking on such a path eventually end up, no matter how long it
takes,  to  abandon  sado-masochism  because  they  have  explored  all  possible
combinations  and  tamed  their  polarities  within.  The  polyamory  lifestyle  cannot  be
entirely  considered as  hedonistic  as such a  lifestyle  also implies  a Love motion  as
opposed  to  the  quest  for  pleasure,  unless  it  clearly  establishes  the  casual  aspect
outside the main relationship. Generally singles, and males more than females, do not fit
well in the hedonistic template, unless they are on a quest for a matching companion. 

Hedonism is thus a fashion to explore such paths and to have a
enriching conclusion, Self-Love has to be a prime motivation or
that such an intent has to lead to that revelation. The success or
setback generally appears in the outcome and will result in either
frustrations or liberation. As previously argued in section 3, Lust
is such an extreme polarity that it often seeks to tame itself  or
fosters disruptive ups and downs, hence brings about either a
reprieve or  frustration. Frustration will  often drive to repeat the
experience,  sometimes  mindlessly,  until  a  break  point  occurs
whereas  liberation  will  often  lead  to  the  discovery  of  another

dimension of  the Self  Image. The break point  manifests an opening for  the Mind to
realize and achieve a temporary liberation from Dualism. Temporary because Dualism
cannot be avoided and exists as a Principle to perfect our emotions and recognize our
weaknesses, in other words, become better humans and ultimately, discover
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 Selflessness as a Force. 

These days, Hedonism seems to be everywhere because Sex always sells, and thus
has fallen  prey to the Left-Brained society we live  in.  Despite  the so many 'circles'
offering  pleasure,  there  isn't  much  Hedonism  in  this  economic  landscape  but  the
opportunity to access a quick boost  to cope with the daily routine, though one may
encounter  a few real  Hedonists hanging out  at  those happenings.  The challenge is
which mentioned in the Economics Of Sex. Too often pairs of lovers or spouses mainly
choose  Hedonism  because  they  either  seek  to  spice  up  their  fading  intimacy
(relationship could be at stake) or consider the move as authorized cheating to secure
the future. If there is any materialistic aim, such as regarding Sex as an investment tool,
Hedonism is not going to be fulfilling but rather used as an escape from the Fear Of
Being. 

Although Sex has always fascinated and sold, the Commerce of
Sex breeds more conflicts that it resolves them, unless it is devoid
from the slightest romantic or even friendly attachment, what is
observable in pornographic movies. Though the way Pornography
is  perceived  is  misleading  because  actors,  no  matter  how
liberated they claim to be, evolve in a such extreme left brained
reality, that their personal lives are real emotional roller coasters.
Money and emotions just do not mix, and when it happens that
they do, the first always allows the second to take over for the

better.  This  works  on  every  level,  not  just  Sexuality.  The  geopolitical  trends
sensationalizing fears to further control is a negative example. The same holds true for
the Commerce of  Sex sensationalizing orgasmic bliss to increase the need for  Lust
which  is  the  materialistic  expression  of  Sex.  While  Materialism disturbs  the  Law of
Balance it also prompts to realign our minds with the same Cosmic Mind enabling this
perpetually creating Universe. 'As Above so Below' is a Theosophical Axiom. Only the
Mind can dictate such Natural Laws by embracing them in the first place as explained in
the Unconditional Now and the Empathic Society. 

The Commerce of Sex mirrors our fragmented connection with the Oneness, and one
way or another, the Cosmic Mind will  remind us of  Its all encompassing Force. The
upside is that monetized hedonistic circles do exist to show why the mainstream attitude
towards Sex has to break through its own paradigm. It is useful to remember the 'love
mantra'  of  the Hippie Movement,  which  mainly  failed  because it  preached and sold
promiscuity  enhanced  by  the  commerce  of  drugs,  therefore  exploiting  extremely
polarized emotions, which eventually brought the movement down. 

Although  Sexuality's  primary  drive  is  to  learn  about  Fear  and  master  Self-Love,
Hedonism is a path highlighting this even more. The fact is that the quest for Self-Love
allows to overcome the temptation to use Sexuality as a power tool and/or be dominated
by it. Becoming better lovers has little to do with 'quantity' but 'quality'; and quality will
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forever  depends  on Self-Love.  Being  overly  preoccupied  with  seduction  and sexual
performance rather indicates a need for inner healing and probing the Fear of Being.
Engaging in  Hedonism thinking  it  is  going to satiate sexual  appetite  brings about  a
tension  demanding  to  repeat  the  experience  over  and  over,  until  a  break  point  is
reached.  The latter  may translate  into  a  sudden  loss  of  interest  combined with  an
impression  of  boredom  or  the  understanding  that  Hedonism  becomes  a  lot  more
enriching when practiced every now and then and not monetized. It is utterly important
to notice those patterns for the sake to bring about more happiness in our lives, but also
along  with  the  understanding  that  for  happiness  to  exist  it  has  to  be  continually
challenged by our ever changing, dual Physical Reality. (to be continued) 

Additional content in the full version available  for a donation only in 2016

How Much Porn Is Good? 
Friendly One Night Stands 
The Quest For An Hedonistic Mate 

7: LOVE AND THE UNCONDITIONAL NOW

All opposites of all kinds extend from a mutual equator which is their 
common unity, and to that equator they must eventually return in 

order to repeat. Every pair must become one in order to again become two. Men
and women do not escape this two-way reciprocative law. Each becomes what 
the other is. Both are always compromising each other's unbalance. If the two 
unbalances are equal and opposite, each type will survive and grow mentally, 
spiritually and physically. If the two unbalanced mates are unequal in their 
opposition, the penalty is degeneration - mentally, spiritually and physically. The 
quality of one mate is a compromise with the quality of the other. The pattern 
resulting from this spiritual, mental and moral development is compromised for 
good or bad by every contact between them - no matter how slight. This is true 
even outside the sex union - Walter Russell

Matter comes to life through a Cosmic Mind in a perpetual orgasmic state. From this
very state emanates Electricity and Magnetism, shaping all existing atoms, Matter being
compressed Light. Therefore is Matter conscious. Therefore is Thought an expression of
the  Cosmic  Mind.  It  only  is  when  a  human  mind  comprehends  the  Love  vs  Fear
mechanisms  that  it  lives  in  the  Unconditional  Now,  when  the  search  for  Infinite
Awareness  surpasses  the  Fear  of  Being  at  the  root  of  any  polarized and  dualistic
thinking. There always is a third and right choice, which brings about a new set of
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dualities along with another third valid  option -  and so on.  Even though there often
seems  to  exist  multiple  choices,  only  one  of  them  is  correct.  This  because  The
Unconditional Now is a Natural Law onto itself (comprising the 7 Principles) and which
eventually jeopardizes any long-term projections. Many happen to rethink their choices
later  on  when  realizing  projections  didn't  hold  its  promises  and/or  leave  them with
additional  unexpected burdens. The third option will always sound a lot more complex
to achieve but offer more long-term solutions. Any choice following the path of the least
resistance or resulting in more competitive and social behaviors cannot enhance Life. In
other  words,  the  less  Fear  about  the  future,  the  more  steady  and flexible  become
romantic patterns. 

Being overly preoccupied with the long-term future causes more 'left-brained' problems
in the now. This Duality is inescapable. Moreover, it teaches us to follow our passions
and dreams. Seeking to control romantic moods and outcomes is what causes irrational
worries. Love represents an infinite creativity always occurring in the now and goes by
the Natural Law of Cause and Effect, or Synchronicity. Just like for an artist or scientist
meticulously working step by step and giving a daily undivided attention to their goal
with their minds. Any human being can sense or feel a state of Love but many do not
know how to set it into motion because of external or/and internal coercive factors. 

Infinite Awareness, represented by the 'all seeing eye' in esoteric
teachings,  is  the  trait  of  a  human  mind  always  seeking  to
overcome  Dualism  with  a  third  option  as  Knowledge  is
boundariless. The third choice exists for Free Will to express itself
outside of any controlling structure and circular or linear thinking.
The third choice is always found by compressing or merging of
the two opposing ones, all of which means that possibilities are
endless and the esoteric foundation of The Empathic Society. The
Unconditional  Now  is  the  field  of  action  of  a  Mind  always

accepting how things are, it is the only fashion to find out about a third choice. Being in
Love is a state of Mind that allows this. 

Love  seeks  to  expresses  Itself  in  all  relationships,  romantic  or  not.  Empathy,
compassion and respect are Its derived motions and cannot be enforced in any way.
Forcing one's will or perceptions onto a partner or lover will just aggravate conflicts, and
even possibly paving the way for a breakup. The Unconditional Now will always reveal
itself,  if  the relationship is destined to expand, that qualities and flaws complete one
another. The lacks of one is resolved by the qualities of the other - and otherwise. A pair
has  to  be  complementary  but  also  allow  Free  Will  to  continually  challenge  this
complementarity . This is the only way to make any relationship last. Although the term
'soul mate' is kind of a new age distortion making one fantasize about what is perceived
as the right companion to achieve Equilibrium, a mind  achieving Self-Love will tend to
seek  balance  with  similar  minds  as  much  too  aware  of  the  'Lust  and  Bondage'
entanglement. For many, this quest for Equilibrium can only come at the expense of a
dilemma whose intensity is regulated by the willingness to precisely achieve Self-Love.
Being in a soul mate relationship -therefore doesn't especially translate into an 
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interaction within which everything continually flows organically but is defined by the
perfect match in terms of flaws and qualities. This to say that there are many wandering
soul mates which will  eventually cross path, whatever the chosen lifestyle. The term
'soul mate' isn't systematically a singular nor does it always imply a romantic bound. 

There is no model for Love to manifest as the Unconditional Now,
although  there  are  three  possibilities.  The  first  one  is
'spontaneous  faithfulness  or  monogamy'  which  characterizes
mates organically  drawn to each other.  Serial  monogamy is  a
stretched  version  of  it  and is  the  most  widespread  trend  and
doesn't  imply  always  faithfulness.  The second is  'spontaneous
loving' characterized by a polyamory lifestyle openly involving at
least two - steady or not - relationships. And the third, 'universal
loving' characterized by the choice to remain a single evolving
without any kind of deep and long term bound, and which also is

generally adopted by those who wish to experience long periods of time of Asceticism
as  their  own  connection  to  The  Oneness  is  a  constant  primary  drive.  The  word
Asceticism is preferred over Abstinence as the Latter isn't always voluntary. 

The  problem is  that  the  mainstream education  does  only  regard  'monogamy'  as  a
paramount. This programming is quite harmful because a mind always seeks to expand
and experience and when prevented from doing so by external coercive factors - and
the ensuing Fear of the consequences of escaping a social mold that doesn't resonate
within  -  will  systematically  generate  growing  frustrations  and  bitterness  that  will  be
blamed on the partner or lover rather than questioning the dogma itself. The Fear Of
Being is always at the core of a dissonant Inner Self, and unfortunately mating choices
will  too  often  reflect  just  that.  The  fact  is  that  'spontaneous  monogamy'  is  an
unachievable aim for the majority due to a third option forever existing outside Dualism
and which the Greater Reality makes available to balance and challenge any train of
thought. Polygamy isn't mentioned as an option here as it is the most left-brained and
coercive concept in term of relationship in modern societies but whose paradigm only
works out in the case of remote and primitive tribes. 

Dogmas as a whole induce sharp reality-conflicts and thus are all
polarized expressions of our Physical Reality. And such conflicts
distort  the  Self  Image,  and  when  the  Self  Image  is  being
compromised,  so are lifestyle choices.  The Western society is
now  seeing  an  accumulation  of  dualities  governing  sexual
orientations  and  gender  wars  that  can  only  end  with  a
Synchronicity Collapse, in other words, the end of all dogmatic
values at once. Today most people are 'serial monogamous' and 
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relationships end when failing to see beyond Dualism, highlighting the irrationality of
monogamy as  a  dogma.  Serial  monogamy will  only  have  a  positive  outcome if  the
perception of  the  Self  can expand,  otherwise the next  relationship  is  condemned to
repeat the mistakes of the previous one. 

Nowadays,  seldom are  those 'organically  wired'  for  monogamy and it  is  most  likely
'designed' to be this way, as The Unconditional Now is itself dual but will always mean to
surrender to what it is and one's true Self. For the many, surrendering to what it is will
translate into a sense of having failed to achieve happiness, while some will find their
path out of the Maze and change their approach radically. This doesn't need to be way
but will remain so as long as societies are unable to access this Esoteric Knowledge.
Not that it would significantly increase the number of organically wired monogamous but
surely  allow the exploration of  the meaning  of  Sexuality as a fashion to probe and
develop Self Love, which is the foundation of Love, and all its derived motions, within
any type of relationship - along with the betterment of our rapport with the world as well.
(to be continued) 
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A D D E N D U M

THE EMPATHIC SOCIETY

ESCAPE FROM FREEDOM

The fear of the possibility of Chaos is the fear of true Freedom -- Mark
Passio 

You know, if we understand one question rightly, all questions are answered. But
we don't know how to ask the right question. To ask the right question demands 
a great deal of intelligence and sensitivity. Here is a question, a fundamental 
question: is life a torture? It is, as it is; and man has lived in this torture centuries
upon centuries, from ancient history to the present day, in agony, in despair, in 
sorrow; and he doesn't find a way out of it. Therefore he invents gods, churches,
all the rituals, and all that nonsense, or he escapes in different ways. What we 
are trying to do, during all these discussions and talks here, is to see if we 
cannot radically bring about a transformation of the mind, not accept things as 
they are, nor revolt against them. Revolt doesn't answer a thing. You must 
understand it, go into it, examine it, give your heart and your mind, with 
everything that you have, to find out a way of living differently. That depends on 
you, and not on someone else, because in this there is no teacher, no pupil; 
there is no leader; there is no guru; there is no Master, no Saviour. You yourself 
are the teacher and the pupil; you are the Master; you are the guru; you are the 
leader; you are everything. And to understand is to transform what is. I think that 
will be enough, won't it? -- Jiddu Krishnamurti

Much has been written about our controlling and coercive structures and as of yet, many

world   citizens  don't  realize  that  they stand at  crossroads  and that  their  future  will
depend on their ability to notice what is really going on to change the course of events
shaking the planet. The Empathic Society won't rehash any of such facts but will delve
into the core issues, to explain people's disempowerment or complacence in the face of
a scourge that seems to have existed since the beginning of times. That very scourge is
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 a byproduct of the Fear of Being. The responsibility of being humans. 

Since about eons, all  cultures and races have attempted to define and regulate the
notions  of  'good'  and  'evil'  while  remaining  bent  on  invasions,  wars,  pillage  and
oppression  by  whatever  means  and  for  the  sake  of  religious  righteousness  and
ideologies alike. Yet there is this widespread Consensus that cannot imagine existence
without rulers, even the most tyrannical, as if there can't be any other choice. Or should
it rather be said that the only other choice can't be even considered because the same
Consensus systematically assumes that chaos would ensue. It is thus easy to conceive
as  why the demand for  any ruling  power  is  associated  with  an  inner  fear  that  just
morphs  the  latter  into  another  menace  eventually  becoming  very  real.  And  this
holographic reality shapes the Fear ever perpetuating the Escape from Freedom. 

The  Consensus  is  that  war  is  a  fatality  of  life,  that  Nature
condemns man to remain an animal and fall prey to immorality
because She made him cruel, gullible and greedy. The problem
with such a Consensus is that it breeds a mindset disrespecting
life  as  a  whole,  and  thus  immoral.  The  paramount  of  this
immorality  is  without  a  doubt  the  'business'  of  military
interventions  and  silently  watching  or  supporting  them.  That
immorality springs from the ignorance of the Cause and Effect, a
Natural  Law,  setting  into  motion  a  dual  dynamics  that  will

eventually turn against those who did nothing. Holographic Reality being a Natural Law,
nobody should feel safe when allowing the perpetuation of destruction enforced upon

others. As long as humans tolerate the act of war, don't request the dismantlement of
standing armies,  it  will  remain impossible  to thrive  and begin  to reinvent  the
meaning of societies. 

Considering the war and peace cycles,  what to think of  family values when parents
agree with policies that will eventually condemn their offspring to face war? How can the
pro-life movement, against abortion, even think that it is doing the right thing trying to
protect life when turning a blind eye to the enrollment into the army? Analyzing the
phenomenon of war is highly discombobulating because it voids all values attributed to
life,  not  to  mention  also  questions  man's  made  laws  giving  any  ruling  powers  the
absolute right over life and death, and that the 'art of killing' regulates world economies
as explained in the Empathic Currency section.  War is the glue that  holds all  those
contractions together. There are many human rights organizations whose goals are the

focus on humanitarian aid as the result of war and even claim to impose peace by arms.

We live in a 'culture of death' that springs from the assumption that man is an animal
and which is a very faulty one as man has the dominion over the animal kingdom. He
can alter Nature and even destroy Her, what animal cannot do. Unlike animals, man is
able to imagine a long term future. Although animals are subjected to Nature, they do
not disturb Nature's Equilibrium as a whole. Man has a mind to understand Her and his
understanding can go both ways. He can either dominate human nature by making man
believe that he is cursed to remain an animal to start with, or use Natural Laws for his 
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betterment.  In  other  words,  it  is  his  choice to remain an  animal  or  not.  Objectively
speaking  though,  man cannot  even be an animal  since he can alter  Nature.  When
behaving so, he just becomes a 'beast' of destruction. So the only choices for man is
either Enlightenment or self-made extinction due to the inexorable and exponential trend
of  technology. The mindset hasn't  changed for about millennia but the 'art  of  killing'.
Today, it is possible to annihilate the planet in a few minutes. And it seems like it is the
path the world is taking if man keeps failing to realize that his lack of Empathy and Self
Love are at the core of the issue. 

As  a matter  of  fact,  Empathy has always  been the  answer  to
resolve conflicts but since the Consensus ignored it for so long,
an  insidious  countdown  has  started  with  the  advance  of
technology, especially which in the field of weaponry and makes it
obvious  as  why  Empathy  must  resonate  within  and  exposes
power as the paramount of all illusions. Power requires Fear to be
sustained and has thrown Humanity into a 'polarity vortex'  that
only Empathy can bring back to Equilibrium. There is a second
way  to  look  at  this  and  which  becomes  crystal  clear  if
understanding the extreme dualism of the current opposing forces
at play. The Fear of the consequences versus an ever growing

global thirst for absolute power. It is only a matter of  time for a breaking point to
occur and cause a Singularity Collapse by merging both sides of the spectrum
and initiated by the Oneness Principle as a Force pushing Itself through whether
we grasp it or not. The Oneness Principle is an inalienable Supreme Natural Law
that  could  allow  the  obliteration  of  Mankind,  unless  we  choose  the  path  of
Enlightenment.  It  is  an absolute Truth  which destroys all  lies when the latter
reach their final and exponential   phase. The Oneness Principle needs Dualism to
express  Itself  but  rules  over  It.  Fighting  or  ignoring  Dualism  always  fuels  more
antagonism. It is not without a reason as why all religious dogmas warn about some
kind of 'dreadful judgment day' in their own words. Such a day doesn't need to happen
but an individual wake up call. 

How  humans  regard  themselves  just  depends  on  the  their
programing, and if the latter teaches that legalized mass murder
for a greater good must occur, most will endure cycles of utter
upheavals but also be tempted to fool the system at their own
level because hopelessness rules over their hearts,  and which
also explains why corruption is the foundation of the system, and
which  in  turn  gullibility  ends  up  condoning.  By  gullibility  it  is
meant  waiting  for  a  savior  who  will  fix  and  save  the  world.
Rationally  speaking,  if  large  scale  legalized  and  organized
murders are deemed perfectly acceptable, why would anybody

taking part in any underground criminal organization or financial ponzi schemes even
question his actions? If 'the too big to fail' can get away with a slap on the wrist, why
would  street  gangs  dissolve,  why  would  anybody  stop  using  whatever  system's
loopholes? If when people turn on their televisions and see so much geopolitical and
fictional bloody violence, why would they refrain themselves from cheating the system at
their own level at all? 
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Most people care about ethics and want to live honestly but if social rules and codes of
conduct are designed to suit such a predatory framework, one' sense of honesty isn't
going to - nor can - be rewarded. And never will be since a competitive framework also
prevents  from  being  genuine  as  stated  in  The  Empathic  Currency  section  under
'Speculation  And The Subversion  Of  Society'.  Most  people are  resentful  toward the
system but  allow  its  continuation  because  they  give  away  their  consent,  and  their
submission is at the core of a low self-esteem eroding the willingness to change what is.
Ultimately, the Self-Love motion, or the lack there of, governs all human interaction as
explained in The Metaphysics of Sex. 

Because of this century-old submissive mind pattern, the latter also regulates education,
which in turn dictates the Consensus to apply 'power and rules' wherever it does see fit.
The aftermath here is that a mind being ruled seeks to rule at its own level and imposes
upon  others  its  own  definitions  of  good  and  evil,  themselves  determined  by  its
experiences and knowledge. And that is where everything gets even more intricate as
each individual mind thinks in different terms, there simply aren't  two minds thinking
alike. The consequence is a multi-layer of seeking-to-rule-perceptions fragmenting the
Collective furthermore, to a point of no return. It is the situation we are faced with since
feelings are expressed along those lines, cutting off  all possibilities to speak out one's
mind because of the pervasive 'ruler game'. The Fear to disturb each other's mode of
thinking and experiences prevails and polices the sanitization of thoughts. But how long
can it last, how long can one live under such an ever increasing internal and external
pressure?  What is called 'free speech' is no longer of any help either as there is a systemic
drain of self-depreciation prevailing and instilling resentment and the latter can only express itself
with anger. And anger doesn't lead very far but brings about more dualistic road blocks. Not to
mention the very silent but insidious generational-long compounding side-effects encrypted in our
DNA. 

Epigenetics  has  brilliantly  demonstrated  that  emotions  are  genetically  passed  on  from  a
generation  to the  next.  Psychoanalysis  can't  address  such a  scientific  evidence but  a  deep
Awareness  of  the  Oneness  Principle.  Although  the  issue  sounds  highly  complex,  it  can  be
understood quite easily if the questions strike at the core. The challenge resides in letting go a
model that has done nothing but led to this Crisis in Consciousness and which only the Holistic
Brain can address by reprogramming ourselves. There cannot be any fruitful action as long as
each individual doesn't allow an Inner Revolution taking place. The One and the Whole being
holographic,  the Inside has to heal to harmonize with the Outside and end the Escape from
Freedom paradigm. (to be continued) 
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THE EMPATHIC CURRENCY

WILL WE EVER GET OUT OF MONETARY SERVITUDE?

The  sum  total  of  each  man's  giving  determines  the  standard  of  man's
civilization. Unity of man has always been impossible in a world of fear and
discontent where every man fears every other man as an enemy -- Walter

Russell

 
Man' s power lies in giving. He must learn to give as Nature gives. Each half of a cycle
eternally gives to the other half for re-giving. Nature forever unfolds into many for the
purpose of  refolding into one.  Each individual  must  manifest  this  universal  law.  The
desire of some so-called 'apron string' parents to run their children' s lives for them,
often claiming that they have sacrificed their very own lives for them, are taking from
their children - not giving. They are taking away the initiative children need to complete
their  own cycles: they must live their own lives for themselves.  Man must know the
principle of Creation: giving between each interchanging opposite half of each cycle for
the  purpose of  repeating  its  giving.  This  is  universal  law and  each individual  must
manifest this law. Man will forever war with man until he learns to give his all with the full
expectation of equal receiving, and never taking that which is not given as an earned
reward for his giving -- Walter Russell 

To answer this question, one has first to ask: is chasing money and wealth accumulation
the sole purpose of Life? If Life is all about it, seeking any spiritual path doesn't make
any sense.  So why were mythologies and religious dogmas created the first  place?
Intuitively,  man knows that  he  has to  surrender  to  all  encompassing  Force existing
outside the realm of his perception, and this brings about the Fear of Being along with
the ensuing fear of his own finitude. So in order to overcome this feeling of aloneness,
man is prompted to find an escape by manifesting creativity, and each of his innovations
are passed onto the next generations, which in turn continually improve the perception
of  his environment. The 'Act  of  Creation' is the purpose of Life and dictated by The
Cosmic Mind. It is thus man's own willingness to grasp this, and if he does not his own
creations will  just  reflect his inability to create out of  Empathy and he will  rather be
tempted to use creativity  to  strengthen control  structures,  resulting  in  more  Fear  of
Being. That very dual dynamics is which sustaining any monolithic ideology. 
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The  Act  of  Creation  is  the  most  daunting  motion  as  it  also
constantly demands to let  go the old,  stretches and collapses
paradigms,  while  ever  widening  the  meaning  of  Reality.  The
problem  is  that  education  teaches  the  exact  opposite  by
imposing norms. Any new element invading the daily routine is
met  which  such  a  challenge  that  most  prefer  to  rely  on
(whatever) organizations thinking for them. Such a stance is the
result of an induced linear thinking, a mental construct, agreeing
that  control  structures  are  needed  regardless  of  social  and
technological  evolution  because  we  cannot  get  rid  of  man's

primitive traits. That if cavemen had to hunt, we are condemned to chase money just
like them and must accept that some are better at it, and therefore deserve to rule and
print our currencies. In a nutshell, such a Consensus regards boom and bust economic
cycles as a fatality if life, just as war. Only a non dualistic approach will conclude, and if
taking a closer look at  all  those financial  crises dotting  human history,  that  there is
another  interpretation  at  stake and which  is  that  those cycles  were  mere  repetitive
warnings calling up our senses to quit harming ourselves and the emergency to fix such
a  detrimental  pattern.  From  this  conclusion  also  springs  another  one,  that  either
monetary science is a fallacy that needs to be abandoned or just meant to be deceptive.

Unfortunately it  is  too late to  replace 'money printed out  of  thin  air'  with  currencies
backed by intrinsic values such as gold and silver. Our economic paradigm began to
inexorably contract with the Information Age, the invention of the computer. What seems
to have worked out for millennia, isn't really as it seems as the model has also greatly
improved the 'art of killing' on a massive scale. The Emphatic Society section expounds
on this more deeply. When the Act of Creation serves the 'art of killing' and 'monetary
speculation', there is only one aftermath possible as the dynamics is exponential, and
which can only translate into devastating shocks to the system. 

As  we  can  see  today,  The  Information  Age  is  ever  increasing  the  speed  of
communication  and  shaping  the  Mind  Matrix,  the  Collective,  making  it  blatant  that
nothing is like it seems. As a matter of fact, Reality has always been about what we
want to make of it as it  depends on the information readily available and which one
perceives  to  be  accurate.  However,  the  Information  Age  has  also  allowed  man's
creativity to surpass itself, it is the main drive propelling technology, and by technology it
is  meant  Robotics  essentially.  Robotics is  a trend that  many still  regard  as science
fiction or associate with awesome gadgets. This perception shifts somehow their lack of
concern about what is merely ten to fifteen years ahead and will impose upon societies
unprecedented  shock  waves.  The  only  way  to  avoid  the  latter  is  to  declare  the
Information Age as anti-humanitarian but how realistic is it? Can we block the advance
of Knowledge itself when societies already rely so much on computerization? Achieving
this would send us back to a late 1800's lifestyle, prior the Industrial Revolution. These
are the choices that we are faced with... either way, both options would bring about a
paradigm  collapse  caused  by  the  Act  of  Creation,  which  is  thus  metaphysical  in
essence. Failing to comprehend the purpose of the Act Of Creation brings about The Act
of Destruction. The nature of the Act of Creation is benevolent and there cannot be any
benevolence in any profit driven system. The widespread mindset of chasing money is
at the core of world afflictions and upheavals. 
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The advance of Robotics will affect everybody, from the factory worker to the surgeon as
machines will eventually become smart enough to take over their tasks. With the rise of
Artificial  Intelligence,  computers  will  self-build,  and  this  means  that  even  software
programmers, engineers and decision makers will not have a job anymore. The media
industry  is  already  close  to  become  entirely  digitalized  and  at  some  point,  virtual
characters will replace today actors and TV anchors. Considering this very near future
environment, what is exactly the future of money? Hard money, currency backed by gold
and silver, won't be of any help either since jobs cannot be created. Considering that
such an important matter is not debated by the media daily, most are not prepared for
what can be summarized as the end of society as we know it. One can discuss at length
AI and the threat it may represent, but one thing is more than certain is that AI will be at
the image of those who created it (and whose need for mass control is unlimited) and
the Collective's  reaction to a chaotic  change of  perceptions.  Regardless of  whether
societies decide to outlaw the progression of Knowledge and impose upon themselves
to return of  a 1800s lifestyle or  embrace the consequences of  navigating uncharted
territories, there is no way around it: a crisis in Consciousness awaits mankind. This
crisis isn't new at all, it has always existed deep within our fragmented self but so far
had remained completely silent, insidious, and now on the brink on an inevitable 'inner
revolution'.

What led to this impasse, isn't the evolution of Knowledge per se
but  rather  the  value  attributed  to  money,  its  chase  since  its
inception, the ensuing institutionalization of 'usury' and borrowing
the future as if there are no tomorrows. The world economy is so
leveraged that any attempt to slow down spending habits, either
by an interest rate increase, self restrain or the implementation of
hard  currencies,  will  cause  a  global  economic  crash.  Social
Darwinism  is  the  drive  of  the  run  up  for  profit  and  forced
consumerism  that  keep  the  system  afloat,  which  sustain  and

cause scarcity and in turn impose subjective values. Indeed what is the value of just
anything we can think of when the global debt is so many times higher than its GDP?
What to think of economic prosperity when some countries enjoy a bigger credit line
than others and determine the level of economic manipulation as a result? For millennia
long  man  has  tried  to  patch  a  feeling  of  aloneness  by  making  sense  of  elusive
materialistic pursuits. The right to ownership and privatization of natural resources are
too about to become a fiction clearly establishing that nobody owns Earth. Instead, She
owns us and gives us everything free of charge and therefore is a model we ought to
follow with dedication. It is the failure of observing Her own Natural Law that causes
environmental  destruction.  It  is  the  rampant  persistence  to  accumulate  wealth  or
struggle to keep the little we own that deters from acknowledging the set of Cosmic
Principles governing Free Will and that there is no Free Will without empathy. 

As demonstrated above, the dilemma is definitely esoteric in the sense that The Act of
Creation mirrors that the purpose of materialism is to allow the Cosmic Mind to reveal
Itself.  Our  Physical  Reality  does  exist  to  interpret  and  manifest  the  Cosmic  Mind
mirroring  Itself  back  to  us.  For  Enlightenment  to  take  over,  we  need  to  grasp  the
implications of  failing or ignoring that The Act Of Creation is dictated by the Cosmic
Mind. Any financial model based on profit and speculation will always seeks ways to
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lower the costs of production, and therefore is immoral because the Consensus wants
the Collective  to  believe  that  hard  work  is  always  rewarded.  Ending  this  erroneous
perception implies the end of  money as we know it. Life itself  comes to a zero sum
game which can no longer be passed onto the next generations. The market exists as
an  illusion,  or  delusion,  that  society  can  cheat  this  very  zero  sum  game.  More
Knowledge does not lead to more wealth but less materialism. With the responsibility of
knowing comes which of understanding the very dual nature of Life and that a money
free society governed by the Act of Creation is the only path possible to explore and
achieve world peace and more importantly, Infinite Awareness. (to be continued) 

Additional content in the full version available for a donation only in 2016
Living In A World Driven By The Act Of Creation 
The Esoteric Origins Of Monetary Systems 
The Fear Of Being And Be Left Out Of The Game 
Electromagnetism Regulates All Humans' Exchanges 

Short version of an e-book whose  full version is anticipated in 2016 in Kindle and PDF
formats. To stay updated, for any question, please email metaphysicsofsex at gmail dot

com. Any donation entitles to receive its full version when available.  
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